Abstract-We investigate the statistical correlation between first-and second-order polarization mode dispersion (PMD) effects, which is important for PMD mitigation. The theoretical results are compared to numerical simulations and experimental data from a real high-PMD fiber. A new dependence between first-and second-order PMD is found. We show that the root mean square (rms) value of the second-order PMD component, perpendicular to PMD vector, increases with the length of the PMD vector.
I. INTRODUCTION
O NE of the difficulties in compensating polarization mode dispersion (PMD) is caused by its statistical nature. In order to compensate PMD, it is essential to know the statistical characteristics of the different PMD parameters. Such considerations must include not only first-order PMD but also higher order of PMD. Much of this information is now available. Statistics characterization, including probability density functions (pdfs) of second-order PMD (SOPMD), is given in [1] , [2] . It was previously noticed that the SOPMD vector and the PMD vector are not statistically independent but tend to be perpendicular to each other [1] . It is also known that the PMD vector and the component of the SOPMD vector parallel to it are statistically independent [2] . However, the statistical dependence between first-and second-order PMD vectors has not yet been fully investigated. An important question is: provided a known value of the differential group delay (DGD) in the line, what is the probability of finding a certain value of the magnitude of SOPMD? In other words, what is the conditional probability of SOPMD, assuming that the DGD has a certain value? This problem appeared while testing a YAFO PMD compensator using a 12-stage automatic PMD emulator. When testing a behavior of the compensator, what kind of second-order and higher order PMD should one test with the given value of DGD? Does the SOPMD increase when the DGD goes up, or does it decrease? Our investigation shows that high values of DGD require testing with high values of SOPMD.
In this paper, we follow a standard definition of PMD (1) where PMD vector has length equal to the DGD and direction , corresponding to the principal state of polarization (PSP). Differentiating (1) with respect to frequency gives two components of SOPMD (2) The component parallel to the PMD vector is often called polarization dependent chromatic dispersion (PCD) [3] and the orthogonal component is frequently called depolarization. As shown in [4] , the angular speed of PSP rotation decreases with DGD . The assumption was made that high values of the orthogonal component of SOPMD seldom occur when DGD is large and, therefore, SOPMD is not important for large DGD. Our results show that, although the angular speed of the PSP rotation decreases with DGD for low DGD values, the product increases almost linearly with DGD when DGD is large. Therefore, the penalty due to the uncompensated high-order PMD increases with DGD.
We investigate the statistics of both components of the SOPMD vector as functions of DGD. We demonstrate theoretically and experimentally that the root mean square (rms) of the tangential component of the SOPMD vector increases close to linear with DGD, whereas the rms of PCD does not depend on DGD.
II. ANALYTICAL APPROACH
To calculate the PMD effects of first and the second order, we start with the equations connecting the PMD vector and the frequency derivative of the output polarization
Here, we use notation , proposed in [3] , that allows the use of the same letter for the PMD vector and its absolute value, which describes the DGD PMD fiber and is a polarization vector on the output of the same fiber, so that , then (5) Here, is the frequency derivative of and we assume that the input polarization does not depend on the frequency; only polarized light enters the fiber. Comparing (3) and (5) shows that applying the matrix to is equivalent to the cross product of this vector with the PMD vector .
Using the relation between (3) and (5), it is possible to obtain an expression for the DGD of two concatenated pieces of fiber. Let and be transmission matrices for two pieces of PMD fiber and and be the polarization states at the input and output. Then, and (6) Using (3) and the relation between and the cross product with PMD vector , we obtain the following expression for the DGD of two concatenated pieces of fiber: (7) where is the PMD vector of concatenation of two pieces of fiber with PMD vectors and . Squaring and averaging (7), we obtain the known formula for PMD of two pieces of concatenated fiber,
. To obtain an analogous expression for the second-order PMD, we first differentiate (7) with respect to frequency (8) and use the analogy between (3) and (5) again (9) Here, is the SOPMD vector of two concatenated pieces of fiber, is the transmission matrix of second fiber , and and are the first-and second-order PMD vectors of the first and second sections, respectively. Concatenation rules (7) and (9), in slightly different form, are presented in [3] and [5] .
Using (9), we can now obtain the statistical dependences between the first-and second-order PMD vectors. We represent a PMD fiber as a combination of equal sections of polarization-maintaining fiber with random polarization scattering between the sections, as shown in Fig. 1 . Here, we assume that light between the consecutive sections scatters uniformly over the Poincaré sphere (random mode coupling). In simulation, we used a scattering matrix with three uniformly distributed random parameters, similar to three Euler angles. The transmission matrix , therefore, is the following product where is the transmission function of one section and is a random realization of the matrix after the th section. To obtain the expression for the second-order PMD vector for sections, we notice that (10) where is the PMD vector of a single section and is the PMD vector of concatenated sections, starting with the second and ending with the th section and . Notice that a single section of the birefringent fiber does not have any second-order PMD. Applying this procedure times, we obtain the following value for the SOPMD vector:
Here again, is the PMD vector of concatenated sections starting with the th section and . It is easy to see that squaring and averaging of the expression (11) leads in the limit of large to the well-known relationship between the first-and second-order PMD vectors [1] (12)
Here, is the DGD of a single section and is the PMD vector of the entire link. In the derivation of this expression, we assumed and to be statistically independent and to be a random angle between these vectors. As it is shown in [6] , , in this case, will be uniformly distributed between 1 and 1.
Equation (11) is a sum of cross products of randomly oriented vectors with the PMD vector of sections . For small , the terms in the sum (11) are highly correlated with the vector of the entire link and, therefore, the cross products will be nearly perpendicular to the vector for small . The larger is, the less correlation remains between and . Within a good approximation, we can assume that all the vectors with the numbers smaller than a certain number have the same magnitude and direction as and all the vectors with larger numbers are completely uncorrelated with . In this case, the sum (11) will be divided into two parts, one proportional to and another with the direction random with respect to (13) where is a vector perpendicular to the PMD vector of the entire link and is some coefficient. Both terms in the expression (13) are the sum of (the first term) and (the second term) random vectors with length proportional to . Therefore, the averaged mean square of will scale as . Writing this equation for the perpendicular and parallel components of separately, and then squaring and averaging, we obtain the following expressions for the mean squares of these components:
Here, the sign denotes averaging over all states with fixed , while denotes averaging over all possible states with all possible . Coefficients , , and are yet to be determined.
To find the values of the coefficients in (14), we first consider the second (uncorrelated) term in the right-hand side of (13). Based on our assumptions, in the product under the sum (13) is not correlated with if . Therefore, the value of the parallel component will not depend on , as it is reflected in (14). This is in agreement with [2] , where the probability density function of was shown not to depend on DGD. Because of this fact, the average PCD with fixed is the same as the average PCD including all possible , . Therefore, we can use a known relationship for the PCD in [2] and we obtain . At the same time, is a random vector uniformly distributed on the Poincaré sphere. Therefore, products in (13) are also uniformly distributed and rms of the components parallel and perpendicular to the PMD vector will relate as 1 to . This means that . To find the coefficient , we can use (12) and known values for and . After squaring (13) and integrating over , we obtain the following expressions for rms of and :
(15) Fig. 2 shows excellent agreement between numerical calculations obtained by random polarization scattering between sections and the analytical formulas (15). We used 125 10 different fibers with 2000 sections each. The DGD of a single section was 1 ps, making the average DGD equal to 41.2 ps.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The fiber used in the experiment consisted of 12 km of old high-PMD dispersion-compensating fiber followed by 50 km of standard single-mode fiber (SMF) 28 fiber to compensate for most of the chromatic dispersion (CD). The total CD of the test fiber was measured to be 250 ps/nm. The total PDL of the test fiber is about 0.5 dB and is attributed to the DCF part, rather than to the connectors, which was confirmed by a separate measurement.
We measured DGD and PSP as functions of wavelength using both mode-matching method (MMM) [5] and Jones matrix eigenanalysis (JME) [6] methods. The measurements were performed in the wavelength range from 1540 to 1560 nm with a wavelength step 0.02 nm, yielding 1001 measurement points. No interleaving was used.
We used the three-launch JME method instead of two-launch MMM method to account for PDL. In the presence of PDL, the transmission matrix is not unitary and, according to the Jones theorem, can be represented as a product of unitary matrix and Hermitian matrix , containing the PDL information [7] ( 16) where is an arbitrary complex constant. At least three independent polarization launches are required to determine the matrix . Once the matrix is determined, one can obtain the unitary matrix [8] . Having characterized the dependence of the matrix on the wavelength (optical frequency), we can use classical JME to determine the PMD vector. Poole and Wagner [9] (see also [3] for the detailed review) considered the matrix (17) where dagger denotes the Hermitian conjugate. It was demonstrated that the eigenvalues of the matrix are equal to and yield the DGD value, whereas the eigenvectors are the PSP vectors. Using the measured values of DGD and PSP, we determined the values of both and . The measurement results are presented in Fig. 3 . Shown in Fig. 3(a) is the dependence of the DGD on wavelength and in Fig. 3(b) are the spectra of and . It is clearly noticeable from Fig. 3(b) that the magnitude of is generally much greater that that of , according to the previous observations. Also noticeable is a correlation between the peaks of DGD and the peaks of ; see more details in Fig. 6 . Shown in Fig. 4(a) is a histogram of the DGD. The histograms of the PCD component and absolute value of the perpendicular component are presented in Fig. 4(b) and (c). The analytical curves were calculated directly from the theoretical model [2] using the value of ps obtained from the DGD measurements.
The main result of our investigation is shown in Fig. 5 . It represents the statistical dependence of the parallel and perpendicular components of the second-order PMD vector on DGD. We averaged the DGD values within 10-ps size bins and calculated corresponding rms for and in the same bins. Overall, we used 1000 experimental points. Surprisingly, the two components of the second-order vector have very different behaviors with respect to the DGD in the line. The rms of does not depend on DGD, whereas for large DGD increases linearly. The deviation of the experiment from the theory [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] for the large and small DGD values we attribute to insufficient statistics in the tails of Maxwellian distribution.
It is also interesting to look into the details of the dependence of and on wavelength. Part of the data in Fig. 3 is presented in Fig. 6 to show the details. Again, the general correlation, described previously, shows up clearly; there are three large peaks in the spectrum of and there are groups of peaks in the spectrum of , corresponding to each DGD peak. However the exact locations of the peaks of do not correspond to the DGD peaks exactly.
IV. CONCLUSION
We determined the statistical correlation between first-and second-order PMD effects. We found that the two components of the SOPMD vector behave very differently with respect to DGD (magnitude of PMD vector). In contrast to the previous suggestion that the value of the tangential component of SOPMD decreases with increasing DGD [4] , we found that the rms value of increases nearly linearly with DGD. We measured the PMD spectrum of a real fiber and determined both SOPMD components. Experimental data and numerical simulations using the model consisting of 2000 randomly coupled birefringent sections are in excellent agreement with theory.
Our investigation shows the importance of the second-order and higher order PMD effects at high values of DGD; therefore, the problem of mitigating PMD at high DGD levels is increasingly complicated.
